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Writing about the difficulty of selecting artworks for a juried 
exhibition is something of a cliché in juror’s statements but 
there’s truth to it. Selecting the longlist, shortlist, and juror’s 
choice awards is seldom simple or straightforward. It often 
forces the juror to omit works that they otherwise prefer and 
enjoy; it also challenges them to include works that they’re 
initially adverse to, those that force the juror to question and 
reflect upon their pre-conceived ideas, feelings, and tastes 
towards art. In my opinion, this is something that needs to 
be unsettled from time to time. The jurying process creates 
a mode of self-criticism and introspection that I, as a curator, 
value tremendously. For this I thank each artist who submitted 
work for consideration. Your work made a significant impact. 

As a juror, I am provided with images for every artwork 
submitted for consideration. Like many of you, I am drawn 
towards artwork that emotes, antagonizes, surprises or 
better yet - confuses. I can tell you this: each of the works 
selected for the exhibition struck me in several, if not all, of 
the categories listed above. Perhaps more importantly, they 
moved me in a way that made me want to see each work in 
person; to experience it in the flesh.  I was curious to see what 

it looked like up close and from far away, what it would be 
like to interact with it in real time and space. In other words, I 
wanted to gain knowledge and an experience from it that I 
cannot acquire from seeing an image on a digital screen — I 
wanted a meaningful conversation.

It is my hope the works selected for the exhibition speak to 
you in ways that they did for me, some loudly and others in 
whispers.

Juror - Matthew Ryan Smith Bio

Matthew Ryan Smith, Ph.D., is the Curator of Glenhyrst Art Gallery in 
Brantford Ontario. Smith is also the literary editor of First American Art 
Magazine, the largest Indigenous Arts Magazine in North America, 
and the Canadian section editor of the Art Market Dictionary, the first 
comprehensive reference work on the art market and its history. He 
also sits on the editorial board of the Moving Image Science Research 
Group at Kiel University, Germany. In 2012, he earned his Ph.D. in Art 
and Visual Culture from Western University. Matthew has published 
extensively on art and visual culture in publications including 
Canadian Art, Border Crossings, Prefix Photo, ESSE Arts + Opinions, 
Blackflash, C Magazine, Alternatives Journal, and FUSE.
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